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In the case of actions (and it is assumed that in form
these actions will be actions in detinue) by an owner to
enforce a right to recover possession of goods let under a
hire-purchase agreement to which the Hire-Purchase Act,
1938, applies, it is expressly provided by section 10 of
the Act that the possession by the hirer of the goods
after the owner has made a request in writing for their
surrender shall be deemed to be a possession adverse to
the owner. This appears to be an attempt to simplify
proof of demand and refusal. It is enacted that this
provision shall not affect a claim for damages for
conversion.
An action of detinue will not lie, even against a bailee
who is in breach of a covenant or term to redeliver, until
there has been a demand and refusal (/).
Trover.—Trover is a form of action which developed
later than that of detinue, probably because of the
limitations and technicalities of the former. It is a form
of action on the case and was based on the fiction, which
could not be traversed, that the defendant originally
came by the goods by finding and afterwards converted
them (g). Strictly speaking, trover is the name of the
action and conversion the name of the tort which supports
the action, but latterly the word conversion has come to
be very generally used for both. Trover gives a wider
remedy than detinue and lies where one person has de-
prived another person of his goods, by detaining (h),
taking (i) or appropriating them, or by selling (/) or
otherwise exercising dominion over them to the depriva-
tion of the owner (k), or by destroying them (I), delivering
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